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Abstract: The purpose of sensing the environment and geographical positions,
device monitoring, and information gathering are accomplished using Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN), which is a non-dependent device consisting of a distinct
collection of Sensor Node (SN). Thus, a clustering based on Energy Efﬁcient
(EE), one of the most crucial processes performed in WSN with distinct environments, is utilized. In order to efﬁciently manage energy allocation during sensing
and communication, the present research on managing energy efﬁciency is performed on the basis of distributed algorithm. Multiples of EE methods were
incapable of supporting EE routing with MIN-EC in WSN in spite of the focus
of EE methods on energy harvesting and minimum Energy Consumption (EC).
The three stages of performance are proposed in this research work. At the outset,
during routing and Route Searching Time (RST) with ﬂuctuating node density
and PKTs, EC is reduced by the Hybrid Energy-based Multi-User Routing
(HEMUR) model proposed in this work. Energy efﬁciency and an ideal route
for various SNs with distinct PKTs in WSN are obtained by this model. By utilizing the Approximation Algorithm (AA), the Bregman Tensor Approximation
Clustering (BTAC) is applied to improve the Route Path Selection (RPS) efﬁciency for Data Packet Transmission (DPT) at the Sink Node (SkN). The
enhanced Network Throughput Rate (NTR) and low DPT Delay are provided
by BTAC. To MAX the Clustering Efﬁciency (CE) and minimize the EC, the
Energy Effective Distributed Multi-hop Clustering (GISEDC) method based on
Generalized Iterative Scaling is implemented. The Multi-User Routing (MUR)
is used by the HEMUR model to enhance the EC by 20% during routing. When
compared with other advanced techniques, the Average Energy Per Packet
(AEPP) is enhanced by 39% with the application of proportional fairness with
Boltzmann Distribution (BD). The Gaussian Fast Linear Combinations (GFLC)
with AA are applied by BTAC method with an enhanced Communication Overhead (COH) for an increase in performance by 19% and minimize the DPT delay
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by 23%. When compared with the rest of the advanced techniques, CE is
enhanced by 8% and EC by 27% with the application of GISEDC method.
Keywords: Sensor node; clustering; routing; energy consumption; multi-path
routing

1 Introduction
Environmental positions and monitoring of devices and information are sensed by WSN, which is a nondependent device consisting of a distinct collection of SNs. The conditions of the environment, such as
temperature, sound, and pressure, are observed by WSN that contains spatially disseminated sensors and
transmit their data to the central location via the network [1–5]. By applying in military and industries
like surveillance of war front, industrial process, health etc., there has been promising growth of WSN.
The usage of the bi-directional WSN is comprehensive in a global computing environment. Inbuilt
processors, memory and transceivers for short-range wireless communication are present in the SN in
WSN. The central Base Station (BS) known as SkN receives the sensed data from neighbouring
environments that combined SN sends. The path between an S-DP is determined by a method called
routing protocol for transmitting the sensed data. The routing protocols are the basis for the lifetime of
the network in WSN. With limited resources like power, low communication bandwidth and slow
processor, the potential routing protocol enhances the trustworthiness and SN’s lifetime. The choosing of
the paths in a network is known as routing. Distinct networks like electronic data, telephone and
transportation networks make use of routing. Forwarding the data packets (PKT) and controlling the
trafﬁc between networks is where routing is used. The PKT switching technology is utilized by the
routing techniques in digital information networks. Through intermediate nodes, the network PKT’s
forwarding from the S-DP is controlled in PKT switching networks. The network hardware devices such
as gateways, bridges, ﬁrewalls/switches and routers are some of the intermediate nodes [6–10].
The routing is performed with least performance value in general-purpose computers. A record of the
routes is preserved by the routing tables, and they are forwarded to numerous network destinations
involved in the routing process. In the memory of the router, the routing table formation is performed,
and for efﬁcient routing, such formation is mandatory. At a time, just one network path is used by several
routing algorithms. The routes are identiﬁed, and moreover, one path is chosen to a destination by a
Multi-Path Routing (MPR) protocol along with effective load balancing [11–15]. Heterogeneous paths are
found by the Open Shortest Path’s First Routing, Routing Information and various other protocols, and
protocol parameters or administrator’s conﬁguration-based bandwidth is separated by route trafﬁc.
Numerous paths for distributing S-DP data are chosen by a new routing method called MPR. The issues
related to loading, balancing, trustworthiness, and security are solved by MUR because of the features of
MPR in redundant paths [4]. The practical arrangement of small nodes in large quantities to carry out
effective RPS for PKT forwarding is the potential of WSN. For an efﬁcient RPS in WSN, clustering
plays a pivotal role. The network lifetime in nodes is reduced in clustering networks, for which the
unstable EC is the main reason. The main challenge to introduce an EE model for energy preservation
when the RPS path along with each SN is constructed is because of the less energy resources available at
wireless SN. Several EE techniques failed to support EE routing with MIN-EC in WSN though they
concentrated on energy harvesting and reduced EC severely. Either the progressive or cluster algorithm
saves communication time and enhances scalability, compromises calculation, and the most well-known
clustering methods use the delay factor. The energy savings based on the Multi-Hop Clustering (MHC)
are not yet addressed. Based on open and closed-loop parameters, the transmission is carried out to
enhance the DPT.
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Anyway, no attention was paid to the delay factor related to DPT [5]. On the basis of cluster tree
formation, an RPS is built for improving the WSN with the ﬁxed Delay Time (DT). The energy utilized
for structuring the RPS and each SN is preserved by the WSN. Also, for improving the EE-RPS with
cluster-based SN, the WSN is deployed for maintaining an enormous set. To construct the RPS with
cluster-based WSN and evaluate the routing with ﬁxed DT, the main goal of this research work is to
conserve energy. The following are the primary goals of the proposed work:
 To curb the EC with different node densities and PKTs during routing and RST for which an HEMUR
model is proposed.
 To enhance the efﬁciency of RPS at the SkN for DPT, BTAC is considered. GFLC is deployed to
choose the RPS and minimize the Packet Transmission Delay (PTD).
 To develop MHC with MIN-EC, the GISEDC approach is proposed. On the disseminated SN, the CE
is enhanced, and the EC is reduced. With the maximum (MAX)/minimum (MIN) approach, the
Entropy Model (EM) is taken into account.
2 Related Works
Different types of SN like the BS, data-sensing nodes and the sink that are closely associated with each
other are contained in the traditional architecture of WSN, which is inbuilt with a sensing ﬁeld. The data from
all the BS’s SN in the sensing ﬁeld are collected by the BS, and the data are sent to the SkN. Because of the
quick processing, operation and memory, the collection of data by the SkN from all the SNs is efﬁcient.
Every SN possesses the necessary components like a microcontroller, battery, sensing unit, and wireless
transceiver by assessing the real objects. Using a microcontroller, organizational ability, and processing
power, the data are digitalized once the sensing unit is acquired. Through the transceiver, the transferring
of data into the other associated SN takes place. Usually, a mobile sensor like intelligence-Mouse is
equipped with locomotive platforms, and there are possibilities for them to move after the ﬁrst installation
though the application of static WSN sensors is immobile. The immobile sensors are handled by robots
rather than implementing mobile sensors. The immobile sensors are contained in robots within WSN and
robot networks (also called carrier-based) as payloads are installed in appropriate areas. Such networks
are called WSRNs. Thus, in this situation, various predetermined deployment models are accepted,
whereas a route optimization algorithm is used to optimize the mobility of the robot [16–20].
For every individual node, the formation of a data transmission network is the responsibility of the WSN
routing protocol. The evolution of the current routing protocol is mandatory because of the WSN routing
protocol’s application-related and resource-limited features. This is done following the charging and
switching service and smart battery pack function for designing a WSN routing protocol appropriate to
the application of smart battery packs. The execution of the panoramic data accumulation for batteries is
roughly analyzed, and the results have proved that WSN networking model is predominantly used in the
batteries’ storage link and sub-compartments charging mode. Later, there is an acquisition of WSN node
distribution features that depend on smart batteries [21–25]. Exclusively, in complicated indoor
environments, localization toward WSNs is challenged by Non-Line-of-Sight (LoS) propagation.
Additionally, exact target localisation becomes a challenge when switching between line-of-sight and
non-LoS environments occurs. Since the identical function is a fuzzy and soft decision approach resulting
in a non-satisfactory network boundary localization, traditional algorithms for tracking non-LoS
environments should not have a trusted one. When there is an existence of LoS between a node and one
or a small number of adjacent beacon nodes, more efﬁciency is observed in the traditional methods. Yet,
the performance of the traditional algorithms reduces, and the computational difﬁculties increase in an
absolutely non-LoS environment. The computational process and routing should not encounter many
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intricacies, while a time synchronization scheme is designed for WSN on having a consideration that WSN
has inadequate infrastructure, energy, storage and computing power. For updating the clock, several existing
synchronization schemes for WSN that are based on linear rules are used. But a non-linear design may be
required in numerous practical situations by the algorithms for time synchronization. Hence, an
investigation of non-linear average time synchronization schemes is required for WSN and algorithms,
which take into account of the wireless channel’s fading and random delays [26–30].
A cluster formation method closely related to overhead information from the SN is known as ProxyEnable Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (PEACH) [31–35]. As per this method, the CH node primarily
ﬁxes the SkN as its subsequent hop if it becomes an intermediate transmission node. Later, for a prespeciﬁed time, a time is set to obtain and combine heterogeneous packets from the nodes in the cluster
set. Whether a short distance prevails between this node and the actual destination node than that of this
node and the previously chosen next-hop node is veriﬁed using this technique. For multi-hop inter-cluster
communication, an adaptive clustering approach known as PEACH is used. But because of the choice of
physical propinquity, it faces similar constraints as PEGASIS. The SN’s residual energy that leads to
clustering caused by evenly sharing the CH across the WSN is integrated by the Distributed algorithms
known as Hybrid Energy-Efﬁcient Distributed Clustering (HEED). According to a hybrid parameter that
comprises a fundamental parameter, the node’s residual energy, and a second parameter like node
propinquity to its neighbours/node degree, the CHs are selected sporadically. HEED uses low messaging
overhead to converge 0/1 iterations and accomplishes even distribution of Cluster Head (CH) around the
network. But the prime percentage of CH is randomly chosen by HEED. For this algorithm, this random
option is deemed to be an acute constraint [36–40].
The prolonging of the lifetime of a network has been made possible using a practical approach known as
Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), which is one of the most frequently used cluster-based
routing protocols in WNSs. An absolutely disseminated method that eliminates global network information is
the feature of LEACH. The clusters are arranged in the set-up phase, whereas in the steady-state phase, data are
delivered to the BS. In order to reduce overhead, the Steady-state phase is usually longer than the set-up phase.
The effect of nodes’ heterogeneity with regards to energy in clustered networks can be assessed using the
proposed Energy-Efﬁcient Heterogeneous Clustered (EEHC) [41–45].
3 Proposed Multi-User Routing Based on Hybrid Energy
The principles of the Proportional Fairness Multi-User Routing (PFMUR) and the Greedy Instance Fair
(GIF), which enhances the instant NTR, are described by the HEMUR model. Ultimately, the RST is reduced
substantially in WSN using the efﬁcient construction of BD. To decrease the EC rate and enhance the
throughput by MIN amount of interference at the time of routing, it is evident from Fig. 1 that the
HEMUR model is divided into three parts. With the designated slots for each SN, PFMUR is designed to
achieve this, and the preference value is measured. According to the preference value, the subsequent SN
is allocated to a speciﬁc slot. Until a slot is allocated with all the SNs, this process continues. And then,
the GIF is used to identify the Interference Rate (IR). At last, the best global route is computed according
to the trafﬁc and Average Traversing Time (ATT) leading to an EE route [46].
3.1 Proportional Fairness Multi-User Routing (PFMUR)
The EC rate in WSN is reduced by PFMUR, which is primarily designed in the HEMUR model. With
the support of request (REQ) time, PFMUR is employed in WSN and functions as the ﬁrst step in the
HEMUR model. The association between the time intervals of REQs is used to perform the PKT ﬂow
efﬁciently. The PRMR design is shown in Fig. 2 with the aid of the HEMUR model design in WSN. Let
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various SNs be considered as ‘n’ nodes. Here, within the sink ‘S’ served section, the randomly positioned SN
in the network is ‘SNi’. Hence, multi-user is invoked by the EPFMUR as mentioned below,
S ! SN ¼

n
X

SNi

(1)

i¼1

Figure 1: HEMUR model ﬂow

Figure 2: PFMUR design
It is clear from the above Eq. (1) that for the transmission of data PKTs from the SkN ‘S’ to destination
nodes ‘n’ with different DPT rates, a propagation is initiated by ‘n’ SNs. The transmission of data PKTs is
done by just one SN using ‘Slots’ in HEMUR. Later, slots ‘Sloti’ are used by the HEMUR model through which
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there are more minor gaps in time split. The Signal to Interference Noise Ratio is measured by the ‘Sloti+1’
network to evaluate the slot rates ‘SR’. The originating equilibrium between the existing slot rates and
fairness obtains the slot rates. The probable slot rate for each SN is compared with its average slot rate,
known as the preference SN to perform the PFMUR in the proposed method. During the subsequent slot,
the SN in WSN with a more excellent preference value is later chosen for DPT, and its mathematical model
is given below: Depending on the time interval of every SN-REQ, the optimum RPS for DPT is selected by
the EPFMUR model. It is explicit from the given Eq. (2) that using the cumulative slot rate ‘SNi(n+1)’ and
average slot rate ‘AVG(Ni(i+1*n), the preference value ‘PV’ for each SN ‘SNi’ is acquired. So, during the
routing in WSN, the HEMUR curbs the EC by applying preference value-based slot DPT (Fig. 3).
PVSNi ðn þ 1Þ ¼

SNi ðn þ 1Þ
AVG ðSNi!iþ1 Þn

Figure 3: Best RPS for S-D pairs
Algorithm for Preference Value MUR
Step 1. ‘SNi ¼ SNi ; SNi ; . . . ; SNi ’, Sink ‘S’
Step 2. EE routing
Step 3. Begin
Step 4. For Each SNi and Sink S
Step 5. Evaluate the SNs ready for DPT using the Eq. (1)
Step 6. Evaluate the preference value using the Eq. (2) to decide upon the next SN ‘n’ in the slot
Step 7. End for
Step 8. End

(2)
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3.2 Greedy Instance Fair Method
During routing, the GIF method is used by the HEMUR model to MIN the number of interferences with
the potential RPS action with the help of PFMUR. The SN based EE localized RPS searching probability is
developed by the GIF method in HEMUR. In the HEMUR model, the GIF method is deployed to identify
RPS discovery successfully. With an implied demand equivalent to the interference-free data PKT, each link
with the SNs and the BS is allocated. Then, each link between the SNs and the BS contains the application of
the greedy instance. Next, each slot is allocated an SN. Consequently, there is an increase in the NTR of DPT
between the SNs. The GIF method’s enhanced throughput occurs using IR. ‘SN2:SN3:SN4’, ‘SN3:SN4’ ‘SN4:
SN5:SN6:SN7’ and ‘SN3:SN4:SN5’, 4 routes (viz., hop nodes, each possessed with a distinct inference rate) are
identiﬁed from a source node ‘SN1’ with destination node ‘SN5’. The NTR is improved by selecting ‘SN1:
SN1:SN1’ with MIN-IR ‘105’ after deploying the GIF method.
3.3 Boltzmann Distribution Structure
The HEMUR model is used to design BD for MUR on the basis of the traversing time and trafﬁc
volume. Based on the trafﬁc volume, the BD of MUR’s design in WSN aims to update the REQ time. To
minimize the RST, the BD is used to design the best global route for an S-DP. The route and time
optimality are searched for a given S-DP by updating BD for MUR that involves an iterative ‘0’. ‘0(i, j)’
is the representation of the ‘0’ value for which the MIN traversing time to destination node ‘DNd’ is
essential in a presumption that SN crosses from ‘i’ to ‘j’. The formulation of BD for MUR with MINRST is given below:
OðSNi ; DNd Þ ! t ðSNi ; DNd Þ þ MINOðSNi ; DNd Þ

(3)

For ‘d’ destination nodes, the traversing time from ‘SNi’ to ‘DNd’ is referred to by ‘t(i, j)’ in Eq. (3). The
measuring of ATT for the S-DP is the underlying concept of BD for MUR. The determination of the ATT
over the entire S-DP is the fundamental notion of the tactics of trafﬁc assignment. In order to minimize
the RST, the GIF method and BD for MUR track an instance RST on WSN. A threshold function ‘α’ is
used by the instance RST on WSN. When the density of the node is heavy, a greater value for ‘α’ is
allocated, while a low node density has been allocated the lesser value for ‘α’. Hence, based on the node
density, the value for ‘α’ is set. But the acquisition is just a tradeoff. Therefore, with the help of a
threshold function ‘α’, the delay factor is designed by the HEMUR model using BD for MUR to decrease
the RST, and the given below is the formulation:
ai ðSNd Þ ¼

OðSNi ; SNd Þ
ND

(4)

By acquiring the ratio of MUR with MIN-RST ‘0(SNi,DNd)’ and the nodes’ number in the network
‘ND’, the TV function ‘αi(SNd) is derived from Eq. (4). Consequently, the RST is reduced by the delay
factors in tracking the best global route for S-DP.
4 Route Path Selection
In order to improve the clustering of multiple nodes, the BTAC is developed. An efﬁcient RPS is
provided by the BTAC method’s design that comprises three main parts. Tensor Clustering (TC), AA, and
GFLC are the three parts of the BTAC method. The RPS is enhanced due to the TC designed by the
BTAC method. Later, the PTD is reduced using the construction of GFLC with DPT through various
components. Ultimately, error-free nodes’ clustering aims to improve the NTR and hence, MIN-COH is
formed by the Regular Tangent Space Vector Distance (RTSVD) based AA. TC function on multi-sink
partitions gives input elements into a rational subpartition to improve the RPS.
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The selected route path for packet transmission in BTAC uses the GFLC to reduce the delay factor. The
delay factor is reduced while sending the packets through multiple elements in WSN, improving the
throughput rate (Fig. 4). The BTAC is the implementation of AA on partitioned elements. Bregman
Tensor relies on forming the error-free clustering of nodes based on the RTSVD in BTAC. RTSVD
contains the direction of the ﬂow route map for effective clustering of nodes on multi-sink WSN,
reducing the communication overhead. TC has been designed in BTAC with the objective of improving
the RPS. Next, the GFLC with packet transmission through multiple elements has been constructed,
aiming at reducing the packet transmission delay. Finally, the AA based on the RTSVD forms error-free
clustering of nodes aiming at improving the throughput rate and therefore minimizes communication
overhead.

Figure 4: BTAC method’s block diagram
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4.1 Tensor Clustering Design
Tensor Clustering Operation (TCA) is the initial step in the design of BTAC method. For developing the
RPS, the ‘n’ input elements are divided into rational sub-partitions by TCA on Multi-Sink (MS). The RPS is
discovered using the TC in the BTAC method. The structure of TCA is shown in Fig. 5. The ‘n’ input
elements (SNs) are the partition of the TC structure. The intermediate SNs (GREEN) and their
neighbouring SkNs (WHITE) is found whenever the RPS has to be identiﬁed by a source node (BLUR).
The performance of the intermediate is the representation of the two arrows, viz., the thick arrow, while
the communication between the SkNs in the WSN is the representation of the dotted arrows. At last, the
acquisition of RPS and the identiﬁcation of the destined node are achieved. Let it be assumed that several
SNs and communication links within the network range are contained in a WSN. In BTAC method, the
network is conceptualized as a graph G = (V, E), where the set of SNs in the network is represented as
‘V = S1, S2,…SN’. The radius R’s communication range is contained in each SN in the network, with ‘E’
being the edge. If ‘U’ is in the communication range of ‘V’ and vice versa, then an edge ‘E = (U, V)’
exists with the bidirectional nature of all links in the graph. Based on TCA, the BTAC assumes a WSN
with MS partitions ‘n’. Let an ‘n’ Tensor Input Data Vectors (TIDV) ‘SN = SN1, SN2,…SNn’ be
considered, then the formulation of ‘3D’-TIDV is presented as in the following Eq. (5)
SN ¼ SNijk

(5)

where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n1 ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n2 ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n3: SNijk 2 Rn1 n2  n3

Figure 5: TCA design
To ﬁnd a ‘n-way’ disjoint partitioning, ‘SN1,…SNn’ is the objective of TCA on MS; the objective in MIN
is as follows, Eq. (6)
TCms ¼ ðSNijk  Cn Þ2 ; where SNijk 2 SNn and Cn 2 Rn1 n2  n3

(6)

With the representation of ‘n’ as the number of clusters and symbolization of TCms as the TC for MS
operation, the nth cluster centroid is denoted as ‘Cn 2 Rn1 n2  n3 ‘. The MAX formulation based AA is
solved by the TC with the help of the distance relationship to MAX and the RPS’s identiﬁcation rate in
BTAC method. The TCA, which accomplishes MS by dividing ‘n’ input elements into logical subpartitions and enhancing the RPS, is shown in Eq. (7).


(7)
MAX ðTCms Þ ¼ MAX SNijk  UTi
SN ‘V ¼ s1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sn ’, Radius ‘R’, Edge ‘E’, TIDV ‘SN ¼ SN1 ; SN2 ; . . . ; SNn ’
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Algorithm for DTC
Step 1. Optimized RPS
Step 2. Begin
Step 3. For Each TIDV ‘SN’
Step 4. Evaluate ‘3D’ TIDV using Eq. (5)
Step 5. Evaluate TC for MS operation using Eq. (6)
Step 6. Evaluate MAX formulation using Eq. (7)
Step 7. End For
Step 8. End
Three steps are performed by the Dimensional Tensor Clustering (DTC) algorithm for each TIDV. In the
beginning, the input data vectors based on 3D-TIDV are evaluated by the DTC. Then, on the basis of
the cluster centroid value, it evolves the TC for MS. Eventually, it enhances the RPS by symbolizing the
TC’s MAX formulation.
4.2 Gaussian Fast Linear Combinations
The construction of GFLC model is the second step in the design of BTAC method. The delay factor is
reduced by the selected RPS for DPT in BTAC method through heterogeneous elements in WSN using the
GFLC. The tensors stimulate Zero-mean Gaussian Distributions (GD) for the purpose of computing the DPT
rate with a Linear Combination of Gaussians (LCG). By transmitting the packets via heterogeneous elements
like deﬁning zero-mean using GFLC, the delay factor or the PTD is reduced for each observation time
‘t = 1,2,…n’. The representation of the GFLC for each TIDV is given below on considering the selected
RPS as TIDV ‘SN = SN1, SN2,…SNn’ and let ‘RPi=RP1, PR5, RPn’.
GLC ðY Þ ¼

n
X

SNi RPi

(8)

i¼1

GLC ðY Þ ¼ SN1 RP1 þ SN5 RP5 þ . . . þ SNn RPn

(9)

Using the GFLC, the zero-mean for DPT in BTAC method is identiﬁed in Eqs. (8) and (9).
ZM ðYÞ ¼

n
X

SNi mi

(10)

i¼1

PE ðYÞ ¼ DEV ðYÞ ¼

n
X

SNi SNj COV ðMÞ ; where COV ðMÞ ¼ COV ðRPi RPj Þ

(11)

i¼1

The mean values are symbolized as ‘µi’, and the covariance denoting the deviation values representing
the TIDVs is denoted as ‘COV’. Consequently, there is a signiﬁcant reduction in the PTD for the chosen RPS
with a zero mean.
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Algorithm for GFLC
Step 1. TIDV ‘SN ¼ SN1 ; SN2 ; . . . ; SNn ’, RPS as ‘RPi ¼ RP1 ; RP5 ; ::; RPn ’
Step 2. MIN-PTD
Step 3. Begin
Step 4. For Each TIDV ‘SN’
Step 5. For Each identiﬁed RPS. ‘RPi ’
Step 6. Evaluate GFLC using Eq. (8)
Step 7. Evaluate zero-mean using Eq. (9)
Step 8. Evaluate deviation to obtain partitioned elements using Eqs. (10) and (11)
Step 9. End For
Step 10. End For
Step 11. End
4.3 Approximation Algorithm
Eventually, the construction of AA is involved in the design of BTAC method. The execution of AA on
divided elements is the major contribution of BTAC method. The formation of error-free nodes’ clustering on
the basis of the RTSVD in BTAC method is relied upon by Bregman Tensor. The formulation of the ﬂow
route map direction F: Rn1*n2*n3 given a vector ‘V’, in ‘Rn1*n2*n3’, is given below:
Dv f ðSNi Þ ¼
f:

n
X
i¼1

vi

d
f ðSNi þ tvÞ
dt

df
ðSNi Þ
dSNi

(12)
(13)

For effectual nodes clustering on MS-WSN, the usual tangent space distances comprise the Flow Route
Map’s (FRM) direction if we consider the covariance matrix as ‘COV(M)’. The existence of neighbourhood
SN can be mapped to a given neighbourhood from ‘Rn1*n2*n3’, FRM is contained in the covariance matrix
‘COV(M)’, and it is given in Eqs. (12)–(14). Based on unpolluted nodes, the usual RTSVD is interconnected
with each SN mapped to a given neighbourhood for easy clustering. The overhead rate is reduced for a higher
rate of unpolluted nodes in BTAC, which is a clustering of trusted SNs.
COV ðMÞ ! f
Algorithm for Approximation
Step 1. Partitioned elements ‘PE ðYÞ’
Step 2. Optimized NTR
Step 3. Begin
Step 4. For each Partitioned element’s PE ðYÞ’
Step 5. Perform RTSVD using Eqs. (12) and (13)
Step 6. Obtain the FRM using Eq. (14)
Step 7. End For
Step 8. End

(14)
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5 Generalized Iterative Scaling Based Energy Efﬁcient Multi-Hop Clustering
The GISEDC method is developed to enhance the MHC with MIN-EC. A log-linear model known as the
Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS) is used to MAX the CE and minimize the EC. At ﬁrst, the energy is saved
in WSN by performing MHC on the disseminated SNs with MS. Therefore, the two factors in the GIS
approach are used for selecting the CH. In order to minimize the EC, the CE on the disseminated SNs
and the theory of the MIN-EM are enhanced by the GISEDC method using the principle of MAX-EM. In
the cluster-ID, the cluster that carries the number of nodes and neighbouring Cluster Data Aggregation
(CDA) are included in the grid that is a part of the formation of CH in GIS. The usage of neighbouring
CDA and identiﬁcation of nodes in more than one cluster by the GISEDC method is known as periphery
node. Especially in a huge-scale WSN, the periphery node enhances network performance with the MINDT. Lastly, the network throughput with MIN-EC is increased by an Energy Effective Distributed MultiHop Clustering (EEDMHC) algorithm. There are two parts to the proposed GISEDC model. The CE is
improved by the GIS, and the MIN-EC makes use of EEDMHC algorithm. Fig. 6 shows the block
diagram of GISEDC model.

Figure 6: Proposed GISEDC model
5.1 Multi-Hop Clustering Head Selection
Depending on the left out energy and the number of SNs in WSN, the CH is selected in the GISEDC
model. Let it be considered that there is a random spread of ‘n’ many SNs over the WSN environment. A
single-hop exists in the data distribution among SN and their CH. In the same way, another multi-hop is
the DPT between the CH and SkN. The clustering in WSN is performed, for which a start message is
transmitted by the SkN to all SNs prior to the MHC process. Initially, the SNs in the neighbouring sink
receive this message, and later, for these messages, the SNs calculate the Threshold Value (TV). Based on
Residual Energy (RE) and other Neighboring Nodes (NN), the calculation of TC is done. As in the below
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Eq. (15), the selection of TVs is carried out. The value of T is transmitted by SN to their adjacent nodes after
measuring the TC. The value is transmitted to the adjacent node, and an analogy is made with their TV. Along
with the cluster-ID, the number of nodes in that cluster and neighbouring CDA, a network is contained in the
formation of CH in GIS. The CH formation with SkN is shown in Fig. 7. The periphery node (P) is assumed
to have been calculated below: The distance between the nodes is D as given in Eq. (16), and the number of
SNs in the network is ‘n’. To choose the path for DPT, the neighbouring nodes for each SN are given much
preference after identifying SNs successfully. Because of this reason, for an efﬁcient DPT with MIN energy
in WSN, the routing path is chosen.
Threshold ðTÞ ¼ RE þ NN
P
D
P¼
n

(15)
(16)

Figure 7: CH formation
5.2 Entropy Model in Generalized Iterative Scaling
In order to improve the efﬁciency of MHC and EC on the disseminated SNs in WSN, the exponential
family of a MAX entropy and MIN entropy clariﬁcation is determined by GIS, which is a log-linear method.
5.2.1 Principle of MAX-EM for Clustering Efﬁciency
To handle the inherent DPT between the determination of the clusters, the MHC is applied with the
principle of MAX entropy; moreover, too many distributed networks provide ﬂexibility. The node of a
random variable is estimated using the application of the entropy principle. ‘u1, u2, u3, …un’ is the
representation of the random variables, and p(ui) is the probability of a random variable. The inverse
proportion to the log-likelihood function is the information (In), and it is expressed as,


1
(17)
In ¼ log
In¼  logðpðui ÞÞ
p ðui Þ
The information entropy theory can be written from Eq. (7) as follows,
HðUÞ ¼ 

N
X

pðui Þ logðpðui ÞÞ

(18)

i¼1

When p(ui) = 1/n, H(U) acquires the maximum value as shown in Eq. (18) entropy probability
distribution is being the uniform distribution, i = {1, 2…n}. The probability distribution in U is P, and the
context information is (u, v) in Eq. (19). A better CE of the disseminated SNs is achieved by the
GISEDC. Below is the MAX-EM:
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X


pðu; vÞlog

ðu;vÞ

1
pðv=uÞ


(19)

5.2.2 Principle of MIN-EM for Consumption of Energy
In the GISEDC method, the principle of MIN-EM is used, and through this method, the cumulative
energy is MIN at equilibrium, taking into account any unlimited nodes in a WSN. The minimization of
internal energy at constant entropy is the indication of the MIN energy entropy principle. The internal
energy value and the consistent entropy at equilibrium are the E and R, respectively, as given in Eq. (20).
The ‘y’ that denotes any unlimited internal variables is from where the variables have been modiﬁed. In
GISEDC method, the EC is decreased by applying the principle of MIN-energy entropy. The DPT
between the S-DP with MIN-EC is increased successfully using the EEDMHC algorithm. The calculation
of internal energy value is as below:
EðRÞ ¼ MINx ðEðR; yÞÞ

(20)

Algorithm for EEDMHC
Step 1. ‘SNi ¼ SNi ; SNi ; . . . ; SNi ’ and Sink, ‘S’, MIN/MAX-EM
Step 2. EE and MHC based DPT
Step 3. Begin
Step 4. For Each SN-SkN
Step 5. Evaluates MHC
Step 6. CH is selected based on the TV for selecting the RPS using Eq. (17)
Step 7. Evaluates the principle of MAX-EM to the CE using Eq. (18)
Step 8. Evaluate MIN energy EM to reduce the EC using Eqs. (19) and (20)
Step 9. End For
Step 10. End
6 Performance of Energy Efﬁcient Routing
In the NS2, the evaluation of the proposed HEPFMUR techniques in WSN was carried out. The WSN,
which produces trafﬁc for every 25 ms, is considered to have a network consisting of 100 SNs positioned in a
square of A2(1400 m × 1400 m) in a random manner. Using the Random waypoint model for simulation, the
distribution of nodes takes place in an area, and at the same time, the link between two nodes is provided by
the link layer, and the link’s design is multi-directional. The data PKT of range 8 to 63 is collected by the
SkN, and each data with the size of PKT varying between 100 to 512 kb is forwarded to the SkN. The
network connectivity is maintained by changing the radio ranges dynamically between 5 and 30 m. A
variation between 500 to 1500 ms is witnessed in the simulation time.
6.1 Performance Parameters
For MIN-EC and enhanced routing efﬁciency, an experiment is conducted in WSN. RST, NTR, EC,
PTD, RPS, and CE are some of the parameters utilized for evaluating the WSN with distinct sensing
nodes. In the proposed HEPFMUR model, GISEDC method with prevailing Store-Carry and Forward
(SCF) method demonstrated by Multiple-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) and BTAC method are
some of the models in which the experiment is conducted.
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6.2 Network Throughput Rate
The number of data PKTs transmitted by source nodes that is sent to the sink to the number of PKTs
received successfully by the equivalent destination nodes is the ratio of the NTR.
T¼

Data packetR
 100
No: of data packet sent

(21)

The destination node and different PKTs that receive the PKTs are used to measure the throughput ‘T’,
shown in Eq. (21). The number of received data PKTs is denoted by Data packetR. On the basis of the number
of PKTs transmitted, the throughput measurement is described. The range of PKTs is between 9 to 63. The
NTR is also enhanced by the increase in the number of PKTs sent. Fig. 8 illustrates the resultant values.
MCDM and the proposed HEMUR model, BTAC, and GISEDC method are some of the present SCF
methods that are compared in this section. The GISEDC method is used to improve the NTR. In order to
make the DPT successful, the EEDMHC algorithm ascertains the EE-RPS that enables an increase in the
network NTR. Besides, the CE and MIN routing energy are improved by GIS approach using MAX/MIN
entropy. When compared to the other advanced techniques, this, in turn, elevates the network NTR. There
is a 15% improvement in NTR on applying the MHC algorithm in the proposed GISEDC method when
compared with the present technique viz., an MCDM enabled SCF method. Similarly, 10% and 5%
improvement are achieved in the other proposed methods, the BTAC approach and EPFMUR model.
Hence, a better NTR is achieved in the proposed GISEDC method.

Figure 8: NTR measurement
6.3 Energy Consumption
The product of SNs, power (watts), and time (Sec) give EC in WSN for routing efﬁciency. Given below
is the mathematical formulation for EC,
EC ¼ No: of SN  Power  Time

(22)

EC is deﬁned as EC in Eq. (22), where to reach the SkN, SNs deﬁne the EC. Based on several SNs, the
EC is depicted in Fig. 9. Compared to the remaining methods and its MIN-EC, the performance of our
proposed GISEDC method works out well. The routing path is chosen for effective transmission with
MIN-EC after the MHC is carried out on the SN in GISEDC. Additionally, in any unlimited nodes in a
WSN, the total energy is MIN at equilibrium by applying the MIN-EM principle. By applying the MHC
algorithm in the proposed GISEDC method, EC is MIN, i.e., 45%, when compared to the present
techniques like an MCDM, enabled SC. Similarly, 15% and 28% are the MIN-EC in the other proposed
methods like BTAC and EPFMUR modes. Hence, a better EC is achieved in the proposed GISEDC method.
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Figure 9: Measurement of EC
6.4 Clustering Efﬁciency (CE)
The ratio of the number of SNs accurately clustered to the total number of nodes in the network is
deﬁned as CE. The Cluster Efﬁcient is known as CE; the number of SNs situated in WSN is represented
as Tn as in Eq. (23)
CE ¼

No: of correctly grouped
Tn

(23)

When compared to other advanced techniques, there is an improvement in the experimental values of CE
in the proposed GISEDC method. Here, the variation in the number of SNs is 10 to 70 nodes. The clusters’
efﬁciency increases when there is an increase in the number of SNs. The number of nodes used in WSN
determines CE measurement, as shown in Fig. 10. There is a variation in the nodes from 10 to 70 for
practical consideration. The CE also increases with the increase in the number of SNs. This is due to the
reason that with the aim of MS to increase the CE, the MHC is carried out on the disseminated SNs.

Figure 10: Measurement of CE
Nonetheless, the DPT between the cluster is determined using the application of the MAX-EM principle,
which enables MAX-CE. When compared to the present techniques, viz., MCDM enabled SCF, the
application of MHC algorithm in the proposed GISEDC method increased the cluster efﬁciency by 13%.
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Similarly, the CE of the other proposed methods, viz., BTAC and EPFMUR models, is increased by 9% and
4%, respectively.
6.5 Data Packet Transmission Delay
Two factors in WSN are considered to measure the PTD, viz., required DPT and actual DPT. Hence, the
difference between the required DPT and the actual DPT is PTD. The Required and Actual DPT are used to
measure the PTD as given in the above Eq. (24). The number of PKTs sent ranges between 9 and 63 in the
experimental set-up. A better PTD rate is provided by the BTAC method. Comparable values are offered to
the advanced techniques by the PTD acquired from our proposed BTAC method. In connection with SNs in
which distinct data PKTs are sent by each SN to the SkN is shown in Fig. 11. Due to GFLC, the proposed
BTAC method varies from another approach. The inducement of the tensors of the zero-mean GD in
association with the LCG to send the PKT is the merit of deploying GFLC in BTAC method. To interact
between SNs and SkN that enable PTD reduction, the utilization of ero-mean GD is signiﬁcant. When
compared to the present techniques, viz., MCDM enabled SCF, the application of GFLC in the proposed
BTAC method signiﬁcantly reduced PTD by 35%. Likewise, there is also a considerable reduction of the
PTD by 23% and 12%, respectively, using the other proposed techniques, viz., GISEDC method and the
HEMUR model. Thus, a better PTD is obtained using the proposed BTAC method.
PTD ¼ RPT  APT

(24)

Figure 11: Measurement of PTD
6.6 Routing Path Selection
The ratio of route path to the route path utilized from the optimum path is RPS. From Eq. (24), the RPS is
acquired. The utilized and the available path of the WSN calculate it. The efﬁciency of the method is said to
be more when the RPS is higher (Fig. 12).
RPS ¼

ðPathutilized Þ
 100
Pathavail

(25)

A network size of 1400 × 1400 m was chosen for the purpose of the experiment. Using the proposed
BTAC method, for distinct SNs, the values obtained through Eq. (24) are tabulated and brieﬂy compared
with other methods. The efﬁciency of the method is more when the RPS is higher. Regarding distinct
SNs, the RPS for DPT in WSN is shown in Fig. 13. The increase in RPS with the increase of SNs in
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WSN is conﬁrmed in the above reported results, and by using BTAC, it is comparatively higher. With the
application of the TC model, there is an enhancement of the RPS for DPT. A logical partition on MS is
performed by TC model with an intention to develop the RPS.

Figure 12: Measurement of RPS

Figure 13: Measurement of RST
Consequently, there is an improvement in the RPS using BTAC method. When compared to the present
techniques, viz., MCDM enabled SCF, the application of the TC model in the proposed BTAC method has
improved RPS by 21%. Likewise, there is also an improvement of RPS in the other proposed methods like
GISEDC method and HEMUR model by 13% and 6%, respectively. Thus, RPS achieves better in the
proposed BTAC method.
6.7 Route Searching Time
SNs (70 nodes) are used to conduct the experiments. There is a difference between the end RST and start
RST by the sink in WSN when the RST sought a route. ‘RSt’ is used to measure the RST in the above
Eq. (25), while the end RST is represented by ‘End TimeRS’ by the sink and the start time for RST is
represented as ‘Start TimeRS’ by the sink in WSN. Using the HEMUR model, it is explicit that there is a
decrease in the RST in Source-Destination Pairs (S-DP). Using HEMUR model, the ATT and trafﬁc
volume that cause MIN-RST is considered by the RST based BD. The ATT for S-DP is measured by BD
using the ‘0’ value, and hence, there is an acquisition of an ideal global route for S-DP. When compared
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to the present techniques viz., MCDM enabled SCF achieves a reduction in RST by 35% using the proposed
HEMUR model. Similarly, there is also a reduction in the RST by 10% and 18%, respectively, using the other
proposed methods like GISEDC and BTAC methods. Hence, a better RST is obtained in the proposed
HEMUR model.
RSt ¼ ðEnd timeRS  Start timeRS Þ  ND

(26)

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In WSN, GISEDC method is developed. The GIS-a log-linear model is used to MAX the CE and
minimize the EC. At ﬁrst, on the disseminated SNs with MS for EE in WSN, the MHC is carried out. To
enhance the CE on the disseminated SNs, the application of the MAX-EM principle is practically made.
The grid comprising the number of nodes formed in that cluster, cluster-ID and neighbouring CDA are
included in the generation of CH in GIS. In the end, the network throughput is increased with MIN-EC
using the application of HEEDMC algorithm. The efﬁciency of RPS for DPT is enhanced at the SkN
with the help of the proposed BTAC method. A low PTD rate and enhanced NTR are provided by the
proposed method. The TC, which applies the DTC algorithm, is used to improve the route path efﬁciency
in BTAC method. For inﬂuential nodes clustering, the direction of the ﬂow route map is contained in
RTSVD for reducing COH. During routing, by applying PFMUR, the theoretical analysis and
experimentation results show that the EC is enhanced using the HEPFMUR model by 20%. Compared to
the advanced techniques, the application of proportional fairness with BD enhances the AEPP by 39%. A
better performance is offered by the BTAC method using the application of GFLC with AA resulting in
an enhancement of COH by 19% and reduction of PTD by 23%. There is an enhancement of 8% of CE
and 27% of EC using the GISEDC method when compared to the advanced techniques.
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